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NOMINATIONS FOR MEAI AWARDS 2018
The Mining Engineers’ Association of India presents awards sponsored by the Industry/individuals during Annual General
Meeting in June -July every year. 2018. Nominations for the following Awards are invited in the prescribed form, so as to
reach the Secretary General by 31st March 2019. Nomination can be made by one member for one award only.
1.

MEAI - Sitaram Rungta Memorial Award for the best paper on Mining related issues during the year 2018.

2.

MEAI NMDC Award for significant contribution to Iron Ore Industry during the year 2018.

3.

MEAI Simminds Award for significant contribution to limestone industry during the year 2018.

4.

MEAI Smt. Bala Tandon Memorial Award in recognition of contribution to Mining Industry for improving
ecology, environment and afforestation during the year 2018.

5.

MEAI Abheraj Baldota Memorial Gold Medal Award (Mining Engineer of the year 2018) in recognition of
significant contribution to Mining Industry by a Mining Engineer with 20 years of experience in the Industry.

6.

MEAI Abheraj Baldota Memorial Gold Medal Award (Young Mining Engineer of the years 2018) in
recognition of significant service to Mining Industry by an Young Mining Engineer who has not completed 35
years of age as on 2019.

7.

MEAI-SRG Informational Technology Award for the year 2018 in recognition of significant contribution to
Mining Industry adopting Information Technology during the year.

8.

MEAI-Smt. Gullapalli Saraladevi Memorial Award (Lifetime Achievement by a Mining Engineer) during the
year 2018.

9.

MEAI Master Tanay Chadha Memorial Geologist Award for the year 2018 in recognition of significant
contribution by a geologist in the field of Mineral Exploration, quality control and production, mine planning
etc. during the year.

10. MEAI- Smt Veena Roonwal Memorial Award for the year 2018 to a Mining Engineer/Geologist/a qualified
person involved with Mining Industry with 10 years experience for presenting a paper during the year in a
seminar/symposium workshop organized by MEAI on “Water Management in and around a working mine” or
“Implementation of New/Latest Technology in Mining and allied subjects.
11. MEAI- Smt Kiran Devi Singhal Memorial Award for the year 2018 only to a person (MEAI Member/Non
member- need not necessarily be from mining discipline) for his/her contribution in the field of “Development
and Conversation of Minerals and Environment” in and around Metalliferous mines (excluding Coal and oil)
during the year 2018.
12. MEAI Award to a Best paper in Mining Journal Published in the Mining Engineers’ Journal in the year
2018.
13. MEAI-SCCL Coal Award for the year 2018 to a Mining Engineer, a Geologist, a Mechanical Engineer and a
Foreman/Over man for meritorious contribution to the Coal Industry.
For detailed guidelines, please visit website www.meai.org or Memorandum of Association and Rules & Regulations
(as on 01.03.2018)
Application must be supported by at least two council members and must reach MEAI National Headquarters in
Prescribed Format at Hyderabad before 31st March 2019.
- Arun Kr. Kothari, National President
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President’s Message……
Dear Members,
More than 40 soldiers were martyred on 14th February 2019 in Pulwama, Jammu in one of the deadliest terror attacks against
the Indian paramilitary forces in decades. The entire nation is anguished by this attack. I express heartfelt condolences and
sympathy on behalf of the entire MEAI family to the injured and families of the bereaved. We pray and stand by them, and
resolve to help the dependents in overcoming their irreparable loss.
A delegation under the leadership of incoming President Shri Sanjay Pattnaik, Past President Shri K.K. Biran and Dr. Abani
Samal were to attend the SME Annual Conference on 26th February 2019 at Denver, Colorado, USA and discuss with SME
leadership on exchange of mining technology, student/ professional delegations and further strengthen the relationship
between SME & MEAI.
Gold has played an important role in economy of every nation and it plays a bigger role especially in India as Indians’ love for
Gold is no secret. According to some estimates, India possess about 23,000 to 24,000 tonnes of Gold, which is mostly held
by households. In value terms, based on the 2015 average gold price, it is worth USD 8 trillion. In year 2017, India imported
880 tonnes of Gold, worth USD 36.5 billion approximately, as per official figures. India has been the biggest importer of
Gold from international market.
In contrast, Gold production from Indian Mines was only 1.6 tonne in year 2017 as against world production of 3300
tonnes. India’s 200 years old and World’s second deepest mine in Kolar Gold Field (KGF) was closed in the year 2003 due
to depleting of high grade gold resources and increased cost of mining. The KGF so far produced 800 tonnes of gold from 51
million tonne of gold bearing rock. The only Gold Mines in the Country, which were opened during British era, are located
in the state of Karnataka at KGF and Hutti; and no new Gold Mine was opened after India became Independent.
The reason for low gold mining is certainly not that India does not have enough gold resources. However, an extensive
exploration of gold bearing areas in depth and a supporting exploration and exploitation policy by the Govt. is needed. The
government need to open up this field to junior exploration companies, as was being done in other mineral rich countries
of the world.
Mining in Aravalli Hills of Rajasthan and Haryana became another major concern as the Hon’ble Supreme Court and
National Green Tribunal expressed a strong feeling of shock and anger during the course of hearing. Most of this area falls
under forestland and extensive illegal mining of grit stone here is a major concern. The stone mined from this area is mostly
used in the infrastructure development of Haryana, Delhi, Punjab and Rajasthan. This situation may lead to complete
closure of legal mining also in this area and if definition of hill as considered and submitted to Hon’ble Supreme Court by
Forest Survey of India (FSI) is accepted by the Hon’ble Supreme Court, then almost 75% of working mining leases of these
States will be affected.
For any nation, mining is as important as protection of forest and both are technical subjects. However, non-mining personnel
head the state Mining and Geology Directorates whereas Indian Forest Service Officers head and manage the Forest department.
In order to strengthen the case of mining, a separate Indian Mining and Geology Services (IMGS) Cadre must be instituted.
Our 7th Council Meeting for the term 2017-19 will be held on 15th March at Hyderabad at 6 p.m. coinciding with a two-day
Seminar being jointly held with Institute of Engineers, Hyderabad Chapter. All the Council Members are requested to attend
the council meeting.
I continue to emphasize that technically and financially strong and well-networked MEAI shall go a long way in shaping the
future of our country. Let us come together in generously contributing financially or otherwise to strengthen the base of our
Association and revitalize the Chapters to perform at their best.
My Colourful Greetings on Maha Shivratri & Holi Festival.

Arun Kumar Kothari
President

Jai Hind.
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Editor's Desk
The ever-increasing revelations on unethical practices that were being adopted by the Indian mining
companies and resultant punitive action slapped by the Apex court are a matter of great immediate concern
to mineral industry professionals. Such practices were either unnoticed by the public or failed to raise their
apprehension. The mining companies might have construed that they will go either unnoticed or could
be managed by other means, if need arises. Nevertheless, as the functioning of the government started
becoming transparent and discussions over the social media platforms become prominent; concealing
these unethical practices probably became highly difficult. Even the work of the regulatory agencies has
increasingly come under the public scanner and the government intelligence agencies.
The recent incriminatory ruling by the Apex court on brazen handling of iron leases renewal cases by the
state government in Goa is a revelation, which eloquently reflects the government’s role in granting the
Dr. P.V. Rao
mine leases. Cancellation/ suspension of mine leases by the Apex court in Goa and Karnataka, imposition
Editor, MEJ
of hefty penalty on the lessees for not adhering the environmental regulations in the states of Odisha and
Jharkhand are a few other key examples of the ongoing unethical mining practices by the
lessees. The mine owners, mineral industry professionals and the regulatory agencies have
Editorial Board
to collectively share the responsibility for the unpleasant convicting court rulings. Diversion
President - MEAI
Chairman
of DMF trust fund by the state governments for unintended purposes or geographical areas
is another sizzling topic being discussed fervently by all concerned.
Editor - MEJ
Member
Publisher - MEJ

Member

Dr. Abani Samal

Member

Dr. A.K. Sarangi

Member

Prof. Annavarapu Srikant

Member

Mr. P.C. Bakliwal

Member

Dr. Sahendra Singh

Member

Prof. S.S. Rathore

Member

Prof. Sushil Bhandari

Member

The professional bodies, like MEAI (Association), were formed and managed by the
collective wisdom of mineral industry professionals with the primary intent of promoting
the basic tenets of code of ethics (fairness, honesty and integrity) in the entire mining
business value chain. Code of professional ethics lays down the standards of integrity,
professionalism and confidentiality, which all members of the Association shall be bound
to respect while performing their work. In its preamble, the MEAI Memorandum of our
Association states: “The aim of establishing a professional body was to safeguard and
enhance the professional competence and integrity of mining industry and professionals viz.
mining engineers, geologists and allied engineers serving in the opencast and underground
mines…….”. The code of ethics as outlined under Article-4 states: “The members, to uphold
and advance the honour and dignity of their profession, in keeping with the high standards
of ethical conduct, will strive to enhance the competence and prestige of their profession,
be honest and impartial and will serve with devotion their organisation, clients, country and
the public…...”

Imm. past President- MEAI Member

Mineral industry professionals often report, informally, that the employers as well as senior
executives compel them to mutilate the geoscientific facts while preparing exploration
and resource/ reserve reports to gain undue advantage in grant of mine lease, retain larger
lease area etc. The geoscientists working in the mines, who are not empowered with final
decision-making power, are often forced to meddle with the exploration data, in terms of
their location, quality, quality etc. to satisfy the demands of mine management under the
perceived loyalty to the employer. Many geoscientists, being vulnerable, fall prey to such
unethical demands, even against their conscience. Yet, some geoscientists stick to their
ground and refuse to oblige.

Editor
Dr. P.V. Rao
(Off. : 040 - 23200510 )
Cell : 96180 91039
Email: editor.mej.meai@gmail.com

PUBLISHER
S. Krishnamurthy

The leadership of professional bodies shall be the first to be fully acquainted with the
vagaries of professional ethics in its entirety and recognizes the fact that its actions are
open for debate. The professional bodies need to undertake recurring training/ refresher
programs on Code of Ethics wherein experts from the mineral industry and legal advisors
may present their expert views. Professional bodies granting Competent Person (CP)
status to its members shall be governed by the Code of ethics that is recognized by other
CRIRSCO member countries around the world. Violation of Codes of Ethics may lead to
initiation of disciplinary action on erring CPs by the respective professional body. The CPs
are solely responsible for their work. Success in life is not measured by the position one
attains in career but by the character one portrays and mineral industry professionals are no
exception.
- Editor

Secretary General,
Mining Engineers’ Association of India
Mob: 96187 43628
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News from the Mining World
à

"The Mines Ministry is committed to the development
of the aluminium sector and will look into the
recommendations that come out of INCAL 2019,
the minister said. "Mining constitutes an important
contributor to the economy. During the last three years,
the sector has witnessed major policy interventions
to promote exploration and enhance private sector
participation," he added. The MMDR Amendment Act,
2015 has put in place a transparent and competitive
e-auction process for allocating mineral blocks. To
encourage private sector participation National Mineral
Exploration Policy was also formulated, Tomar said.

CoalMin expresses concern over delay in
commissioning of CIL washeries
In a review meeting on the upcoming washeries of
CIL, Coal Secretary Sumanta Chaudhuri expressed
"his concerns on the delay in commissioning of
washeries".
The coal ministry has expressed concern over delay in
the commissioning of around 18 washeries by stateowned Coal India Ltd (CIL) and stressed upon the need
for timely completion of the projects. In a review meeting
on the upcoming washeries of CIL, Coal Secretary
Sumanta Chaudhuri expressed "his concerns on the
delay in commissioning of washeries", according to the
minutes of the meeting. The secretary also stressed
the need for timely completion of projects. He also
called for regular monitoring of washery projects at CIL
through suitable software.

Dharmendra Pradhan, Union Minister of Petroleum &
Natural Gas, Skill Development & Entrepreneurship,
lauded AAI for organizing INCAL for the first time in
the eastern region and in Odisha. "This is a welcome
step considering that Odisha, with more than 50% of
bauxite reserves of the country is turning out to be
the aluminium capital of India." Pradhan also pitched
Odisha as a powerhouse for readily available low-cost
mineral resources and manpower.

The washeries which were reviewed by the secretary
are Dahibari, Patherdih-I, Madhuband, Patherdih II,
Bhojudih, Dugda and Moonidih washreies of BCCL
(Coal India arm). Tapin, Kathara, Ashok, Karo and Konar
washeries of CCL (CIL arm), Ib Valley, Basundhar,
Hingula and Jagannath washeries of MCL (CIL arm)
and Kusmunda and Baroud washeries of SECL (CIL
arm) were also reviewed, the minutes said. Currently,
CIL operates 15 coal washeries with a total washing
capacity of 36.8 million tonnes per annum (MTPA).

T. K Chand, Chairman, AAI & CMD, NALCO, in his
address said he hoped that INCAL 2019 will provide
a roadmap for the aluminium industry. Besides other
industry stalwarts, technologists, policy-makers, Dr.
Allais Bernard, Director-Technology, ALCAN was also
present.
Rakhi Mazumdar, ET Bureau | Feb 03, 2019

Of these 15 washeries, 11 are coking and the remaining
are non-coking with capacity of 20.58 and 16.22 MTPA,
respectively. The total washed coal production from
these existing washeries for 2017-18 was 12.45 MT.
Moreover, CIL has planned to set up 18 new washeries
with state-of-the-art technologies with an aggregate
throughput capacity of 95.6 MTPA.
PTI | Feb 10, 2019
à

à

India's 2018 thermal coal imports rose at the fastest
pace in four years, according to two industry sources,
despite moves by Prime Minister Narendra Modi's
government to cut imports in a bid to reduce its trade
deficit. Coal is among the top five commodities imported
by India, one of the world's largest consumers of coal,
and the rise in imports of the fuel after two consecutive
years of decline adds to its trade deficit. That trade gap
has been hurting the valuation of the rupee, the worst
performing major Asian currency in 2018.

Policy allowing 100% FDI in automatic route for
mining has enhanced FDI: Narendra Singh Tomar
T. K Chand, Chairman, AAI & CMD, NALCO, in his
address said he hoped that INCAL 2019 will provide a
roadmap for the aluminium industry.
The policy allowing 100% FDI in automatic route
for mining and exploration in metal and non-metals
sector has enhanced the foreign direct investment
(FDI) inflows to the sector significantly, Narendra
Singh Tomar, union mines minister has said. He was
speaking at the concluding ceremony of the 3-day
International Conference on Aluminium (INCAL 2019)
held in Bhubaneswar.
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India's 2018 thermal coal imports grew at fastest
pace in 4 yrs
That trade gap has been hurting the valuation of the
rupee, the worst performing major Asian currency in
2018.

Thermal coal imports jumped 19 percent to 171.85
million tonnes in 2018, the highest since 2014,
according to data from American Fuels & Natural
Resources, a Dubai-based trader of U.S. origin coal.
Thermal coal is mainly used to produce electricity.
8
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challenges" affecting India's domestic coal industry.
Analysts say they expect India to be a key market for
global miners in 2019 as China's "war on pollution" will
lead to lower demand from that country.
PTI | Jan 28, 2019

Imports of coking coal - which is mainly used in the
manufacturing of steel - rose at the quickest rate since
2015, according to consultancy firm Wood Mackenzie
and American Fuels & Natural Resources.
India imported 52.26 million tonnes of coking coal in
2018, up 14 percent from 45.93 million tonnes in 2017,
the data showed. The value of all coal imports for the
year ended December 31, 2018 was 28.7 percent
higher at 1.72 trillion Indian rupees ($24.25 billion)
than it was a year earlier, according to government
data from the coal and trade ministries reviewed by
Reuters. Traders say coal imports grew largely due to
restrictions on consumption of petroleum coke, a dirtier
alternative to coal, in some parts of the country.

à

The Government of India is mulling extending the
validity of key statutory approvals like environment and
forestry clearances by three years in respect of mining
leases headed for expiry by March 31, 2020. The
step, if implemented, will ensure hassle-free auctions
of the mines besides facilitating seamless change in
ownership.

"2018 was a booming year for coal imports in India,
mostly on the back of demand from cement and small
and medium-scale industries in India," said Puneet
Gupta, founder of online coal and petcoke marketplace
Coalshastra. "Higher demand was also fuelled by
restrictions on the use of petcoke," he said. Petcoke
consumption dropped about 15 percent in 2018,
according to government data.

“Environment and forest clearances are considered
to be major irritants to auction mines. To overcome
them, the central government is considering an option
to extend the validity of the expiring mining leases
by three years. The onus will be on the new owners
to renew the extended clearances,” said a source in
the know. A total of 288 mineral blocks are lapsing by
March 31, 2020. Of this, 59 are working mines. The
lease validity of these assets was extended till that
period after an amendment was made to the Mines
and Minerals Development & Regulation Act. Goa has
the most number of mines, at 160, that are headed for
expiry. Karnataka and Odisha, with 45 and 31 mining
leases, respectively, come next.

Boost for International miners
While higher coal imports may be bad news for
India's trade deficit, they are a boon for international
miners such as Indonesia's Adaro Energy, Australia's
Whitehaven Coal , U.S, coal miner Peabody Energy
Corp and global commodity merchants such as
Glencore.
Indonesia provided more than 61 percent of India's
thermal coal imports, while South Africa accounted
for 22 percent and the United States more than 7
percent. Imports of U.S. thermal coal, which burns
better compared with Indonesian coal, almost doubled
to 12.46 million tonnes in 2018, according to American
Fuels.

On the sidelines of the recent International Conference
on Aluminium (INCAL) 2019, Union mines minister
Narendra Singh Tomar had said his ministry is on track
to auction the mines lapsing by March 2020. The state
has currently 29 operative iron & manganese ore mines.
As per the amended Mines and Minerals (Development
& Regulation) Act of 2015, the merchant mining leases
across the country were granted extension in their
operations till March 31, 2020. Among other factors,
the leases have be to be explored up to the G2 level as
demanded by Mineral Auction Rules of 2015 and data
on residual mineral deposits have to be compiled by the
leases. Two central government agencies- Geological
Survey of India (GSI) and Mineral Exploration
Corporation of India (MECL) are tasked with mineral
exploratory work. The respective state directorates of
mining & geology can also embark on the exploration
job with assistance from MECL or GSI.

Cheaper coal from countries such as Indonesia are
likely to be preferred by buyers in India in 2019, over
better burning coal from the United States, due to lower
freight costs, according to Ali Yasrab, director of Iman
Resources, a UAE-based trader of U.S. origin coal.
"If coal prices reach 2018 peak levels, U.S. coal will
become popular in India again," Yasrab said.
The ports of Mundra, Krishnapatnam and Kandla
handled about 37.5 percent of all of the thermal coal
imports, according to American Fuels. The Adani
Group, which handles about a third of India's imported
coal, said last year it expects a "reasonable rise in
imports" till fiscal year 2021 due to "rail transportation
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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Centre may extend approvals for lapsing mining
leases
The step, if implemented, will ensure hassle-free
auctions of the mines besides facilitating seamless
change in ownership

“We have made significant strides in making our lapsable
blocks ready for auctions. 25 of the 29 operative iron
ore mines will be fully geared up for auctions by March
9
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2019. We are keeping the mines ministry informed on
the steps being taken and awaiting their directions
to prepare the ground for auctions”, said an Odisha
government source. Major mining leases in Odisha
lapsing by March 31, 2020 include the ones held by
Rungta Mines, KJS Ahluwalia, Serajuddin & Company,
Kaypee Enterprises, Kalinga Mining Corporation, Mid
East Integrated Steel Ltd, KN Ram, RB Das, Tarini
Prasad Mohanty, KC Pradhan and Lal Traders.
Jayajit Dash, BS, Bhubaneswar | February 5, 2019
à

à

As many as 100 virgin mineral blocks across the country
are ready for online auctions, said Union minister for
mines, rural development, parliamentary affairs and
Panchayati Raj Narendra Singh Tomar. “So far, 53 mines
have been auctioned. The electronic auction of these
assets has brought in incremental revenue of Rs 1.43
trillion to states. The additional revenue generation has
been possible only because of auctions”, Tomar told
media persons on the sidelines of the seventh edition
of the International Conference on Aluminium (INCAL),
2019.

Women can now work in underground and opencast
mines, says Labour Ministry
Earlier, employment of women in underground,
opencast mines were restricted under Mines Act,
1952

On mines headed for expiry by March 31, 2020, he
said the mines ministry is fully prepared to auction
them in the stipulated timeframe. Out of 288 mines due
to lapse by March 31, 2020, only 59 are operative. The
lease validity of these non-captive mines was extended
till that period under Section 8 (3) of the amended
Mines and Minerals- Development & Regulation Act,
2015. The central mines ministry has been pushing
mineral bearing states to expedite the roadmap for
auctioning these leases to ensure there is no deficit of
raw materials, primarily iron ore. The lapsable mines
need to be explored up to the G2 level to be eligible for
auctions.

Women have been allowed to work in underground
mines, and would be deployed in open cast mines during
night hours also, as part of the government's efforts to
create more employment opportunities for them. The
labour ministry has issued new rules permitting women
to work in opencast mines during 7 pm to 6 am. Earlier,
employment of women in underground, opencast mines
were restricted under Mines Act, 1952. Last week, PTI
reported that the ministry has decided to allow women
to work in underground mines and also to relax timings
for opencast mines.
"The central government hereby exempts the women
employed in any mine above ground and in any mine
below ground from the provisions of section 46 of the
Mines Act, 1952," a labour ministry statement said.
According to the statement, the owner of a mine may
deploy women between 7 pm and 6 am in any mine
above ground. In the case of underground mines, women
can be deployed between 7 pm and 6 am in technical,
supervisory and managerial work where continuous
presence may not be required. Such deployments shall
be made after obtaining a written consent of the woman
and she shall be provided with adequate facilities and
safeguards regarding occupational safety, security and
health.

Earlier, addressing delegates at INCAL 2019, Tomar
credited his government for introducing transparency in
mineral block allotments through online auctions. The
mines ministry has also initiated the District Mineral
Foundation (DMF) to take up projects for the benefit of
people affected by mining activities. “We have collected
Rs 23,000 crore as proceeds to the Pradhan Mantri
Khanij Kshetra Kalyan Yojana. More than 100,000
programmes have been initiated drawing funds from
this scheme”, the minister said.
Tomar hailed aluminium as the metal of the future,
noting that its applications have been diversifying. He
applauded the state-run National Aluminium Company
(Nalco) for its export performance while underscoring
the need for ramping up domestic production. “The
country’s aluminium demand is going to reach 10 million
tonnes by 2030 and so, aluminium production has to be
raised. Our per capita aluminium consumption is about
2.5 kg but we have plans to scale it up”, he said.

Also, the deployment shall be subject to the framing
and implementation of Standard Operating Procedures
on the basis of the guidelines issued by Chief
Inspector of Mines from time to time, it said. It also
said the deployment of women shall be in a group of
not less than three in a shift. The new rules came as
several women employee groups, mining companies
and students made various representations to the
government that women should be provided equal
employment opportunity for working in mines.
Press Trust of India, New Delhi | February 4, 2019
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Over 100 mineral blocks ready for online auctions:
Narendra Singh Tomar
Mines ministry on track to auction lapsing leases

Speaking on the occasion, TK Chand, chairman &
managing director (CMD) at Nalco and president,
Aluminium Association of India (AAI) said, the
aluminium industry was passing a challenging phase
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of crude steel accounting for more than 51 per cent
of production, according to World Steel Association
(world steel). The global steel body in its latest report
noted that China's crude steel output jumped 6.6 per
cent to 928.3 million tonnes (MT) in 2018 from 870.9
MT in 2017. China's share increased from 50.3 per
cent in 2017 to 51.3 per cent in 2018.

in the backdrop of tumbling LME (London Metal
Exchange) prices and rising production costs. To
substantiate, Chand said LME prices have dropped
to a point where 40 per cent of the smelters across
the world are bleeding losses. Offering a recipe to the
aluminium industry, he said, “The industry needs to
focus on three Ss- speed, savings and sustainability.
The focus should also be on cost reduction to remain
competitive.” Subroto Bagchi, chairman of Odisha
Skills Development Authority (OSDA) suggested to
the Indian aluminium industry to sharpen the focus on
quality, cost and delivery and implement the Six Sigma
programme on the lines of global aluminium giant
Alcoa.

"India's crude steel production in 2018 was at 106.5
MT, up by 4.9 per cent from 101.5 MT in 2017, meaning
India has replaced Japan as the world's secondlargest steel producing country. Japan produced 104.3
MT in 2018, down 0.3 per cent compared to 2017,"
world steel said. Global crude steel production reached
1,808.6 MT for the year 2018 from 1,729.8 MT in 2017,
a rise of 4.6 per cent, it said.

Jayajit Dash, BS, Bhubaneswar | February 2, 2019
à

Goa govt sets up special court for speedy trials of
illegal mining cases
The Special Investigation Team of Goa Police has been
probing various cases of illegal mining in the state

Others in the top 10 steel producing countries include
the United States, at the 4th position as the country
produced 86.7 MT of crude steel in 2018, South Korea
(72.5 MT, 5th place), Russia (71.7 MT, 6th), Germany
(42.4 MT, 7th), Turkey (37.3 MT, 8th), Brazil (34.7 MT,
9th) and Iran (25 MT, 10th). Among other countries, Italy
produced 24.5 MT of crude steel in 2018, France (15.4
MT) and Spain (14.3 MT), Ukraine (21.1 MT).

The Goa government has set up a special court for
speedy trial in cases related to illegal mining in the
coastal state after receiving several police complaints
in this connection.

World Steel Association (world steel) is one of the
industry associations in the world. Its members
represent around 85 per cent of the world's steel
production, including over 160 steel producers with
9 of the 10 largest steel companies, national and
regional steel industry associations, and steel research
institutes.

The special court has been set up under a provision of
the Mines and Minerals (Development and Regulations)
Act, according to a circular issued by the Directorate
of Mines and Geology here last week. Additional
District and Sessions Judge Edgar Fernandes has
been appointed as judge of the special court, mines
and geology director Prasanna Acharya said in the
circular.

Press Trust of India, New Delhi | January 28, 2019
à

Vale declares force majeure in Brazil

The Special Investigation Team (SIT) of Goa Police
has been probing various cases of illegal mining in
the state. The SIT had last year quizzed Congress
MLA and former chief minister Digambar Kamat for
his alleged involvement in a mining scam. The Justice
M B Shah Commission had earlier probed the mining
sector in Goa and its report in 2012 had pegged the
alleged irregularities at around Rs 35,000 crore in the
state.
Press Trust of India, Panaji | January 29, 2019
à

India pips Japan as second-largest steel producer;
China on top: World steel
India's crude steel production in 2018 was at 106.5 MT
while Japan's was 104.3 MT

Firefighters on Sunday called for the evacuation of about 24,000 people
from the Brazilian town hit by a deadly mudslide from a ruptured
mining dam as rains added to concerns of the collapse of a second
dam.

India has replaced Japan as world's second largest steel
producing country, while China is the largest producer
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dams – a move that would impact at least a further 30
million tonnes of iron ore.

Vale has declared force majeure on a number of iron
ore contracts due to a court ordered suspension of one
of its key mines in Minas Gerais State.
The company had reportedly said less than a week ago
it would not declare force majeure in the wake of the
deadly Feijão tailings dam failure last month. Yesterday,
Vale said it was declaring force majeure "on a number
of related iron ore and pellets sales contracts" due to
the temporary suspension of its Brucutu mine. Vale
had this week warned up to 30 million tonnes of iron
ore would be impacted by the halt at Brucutu, one of
eight dams a Brazil court has ordered the miner to
suspend.

The ruling follows the deadly breach of the Córrego de
Feijão dam in Brumadinho last month, with 134 people
confirmed dead and another 199 still missing according
to the latest tally on Monday, Reuters reported. Vale
said three of the dams listed by the court, which had
been built by the upstream method, were already
inactive and part of the accelerated decommissioning
plan the company announced on January 29, which is
expected to impact annual production by about 10% or
40 million tonnes of iron ore.

"Vale reinforces its understanding that there is no
technical basis nor risk assessment to justify the court
decision to suspend the operation and is adopting the
appropriate legal measures to resume its operations
the soonest possible," the company said. Vale had
expected to produce 400Mt of iron ore this year but
earlier said about 10% or 40Mt would be impacted
by its accelerated programme to decommission its
upstream tailings dams.

It said the remaining five dams listed were built by
the conventional method and it understood there was
no technical basis nor risk assessment to justify their
suspension. "The estimated impact of the temporary
halting of the Laranjeiras dam at the Brucutu mine
(Minas Centrais complex) is approximately 30 million
tonnes of iron ore per year," the company said.
"Vale informs that it will adopt the appropriate legal
measures in relation to this decision and reiterates that
all the emergency measures necessary to assist the
impacted people and to mitigate the impacts resulting
from the breach of Dam I of the Córrego de Feijão mine
are being duly adopted." Vale had decided in 2016 to
decommission all of its 19 upstream dams after the
deadly Samarco tailings dam disaster and nine have
already been decommissioned.

In a separate statement yesterday, the miner said it
would invest about BRL256 million (US$70 million) on
dam management in Brazil this year, a 180% increase
on the 92 million (US$25 million) invested in 2015 the year of the deadly Samarco dam failure at Vale's
joint venture with BHP. Iron ore prices have rallied more
than US$10 per tonne in Singapore since January 26
when the Feijão dam broke, and last traded at $86.30
per tonne. The accident has killed 134 people, with 199
people still missing.
Mining News.net | February 6, 2019
à

It said yesterday it would temporarily halt operations at
the Vargem Grande Complex to accelerate its upstream
dam decommissioning, which would account for about
13Mt of the 40Mt impact. It has said the impact would
be "partially offset" by an increase in production
elsewhere in the company.
Mining Journal | February 5, 2019

"Vale informs that it will adopt the appropriate legal
measures…"
Brazil miner Vale SA (BZ:VALE3) has said it would “adopt
the appropriate legal measures” as it acknowledged a
Brazil court had ordered it to suspend eight tailings
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Water free Mineral processing Methods
By KS Raju

Abstract
Water is one of the essential and important substances to life on Earth. Water is required for agriculture to grow food, for drinking
and for every day domestic needs and industries. Only 2.5% of water on Earth is fresh water available for living and the rest is
saline. Though fresh water is renewable, its demand is growing with the growth of population year by year. The annual growth of
population on Globe is 83 million and at this rate, the population by 2030 is expected at 9.8 billion from present figure 7 billion.
Renewable fresh water generated is also facing uncertainties due to climatic changes, contamination due to pollution and drainage
to sea due to floods. These factors are going to bring water scarcity and crisis in future. Water shortage is expected to affect seriously
our industrial needs also.
Mineral processing is water incentive, particularly to beneficiate sulphide ores using froth flotation method. In mineral processing
water is used at all stages except in crushing stage .Use of Water reduces energy in grinding and enhances separation of heavy
minerals by gravity separation of methods. Enhanced gravity separation with water media and Wet High gradient magnetic
separators to separate minerals at finer sizes have been developed at par with flotation process. With increase in World population
the per capita consumption of water for drinking and domestic use is expected to be low and this may lead to shortage of water for
wet mineral processing. This gives us a wake-up call to develop and promote dry methods of beneficiation to overcome the shortage
of water.
Beneficiation of ores without using water (Dry methods of beneficiation) have been developed from time to time in some areas of
the globe where water availability was meagre. In this paper, some of these methods available are described.
1. Introduction
There is nothing more essential to life on Earth than Water.

recover values from low grade ores at finer sizes. Water use
in grinding also reduces energy and improves efficiency.
Many gravity methods of concentration using tables, jigs,
Heavy media separators, and spiral concentrators use water
for effective concentration of heavy minerals from gangue.
Again, in classification and sizing water is used in screening
and hydro-classifiers and hydro-cyclones.

Water is the main consumable commodity to meet our daily
domestic needs , and for agriculture and industries .Nearly,
97 percent of water available on Earth is saline water not for
human consumption. Only 3 percent fresh water is useful to
us. Majority of this fresh water (70%) is used for irrigation.
The remaining is used for industry (20%) and domestic
needs (10%).The availability fresh water is renewable
through rainfall, but its availability is disturbed due to climatic
changes, pollution and loss of surface water due to floods.
The consumption of fresh water for domestic and industrial
use is on increase with the growth of population and industrial
activity around the world. It is estimated that world population
is growing at the rate of 83 million every year and at this rate
the world population is expected at 9.8 billion by 2030 from
the present figure of7.6 billion. This situation is expected to
bring Water crisis in future. To avoid this calamity in future,
several measures are planned to limit the use of water as
well as to conserve water through all possible ways.

In view of water scarcity expected in coming years, several
regulations are promulgated at Government level to restrict
the use of water and also to reclaim and reuse. In effect,
permissions to establish mineral processing units are
given only when these guidelines are adhered to. Now,
environmental regulations also restrict the disposal of tailings
as slurry into natural or artificial ponds. The water contained
in tailings need to be recovered and recirculated. For this
several methods of dewatering equipment like high capacity
and efficient thickener’s, vacuum or pressure filters etc. may
have to be installed .The capital and operating costs may
sometimes higher than the costs of processing equipments.
Secondly, make up water to compensate the losses of water
at varies stages of processing should be lower as far as
possible. This depends on the type of ores processed and
may vary between 10 to 30 percent of feed water to the plant.

In mining industry Mineral beneficiation consumes large
quantities of water, particularly in flotation process to

Former Controller General, IBM
Original manuscript received on December 9, 2018; peer reviewed and accepted on December 22, 2018
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circular motions are developed and for classification, dry
Air cyclones and centrifugal force separators are employed.
Similar to Super Stack Sizer used for wet screening, Derrick
has developed fine dry screening technology for use in coal,
mineral sands and other industrial mineral industries. Newly
developed screens have various features with vertical and
horizontal motion fitted with polyurethane coated screens
and square openings having anti blinding features.

To comply to these environmental regulations, the solution
for mineral industry is to adopt methods of concentration
using less water or look for Dry processing methods of
beneficiation. Many mining companies in the world are now
making efforts to reduce water consumption and reuse in
present operations and financing R&D projects to develop
Dry methods of processing.
Some of the Dry methods (water less) of beneficiation
developed are described below:

iii) Gravity Methods of Separation
The difference in specific gravity of minerals aids in their
separation either in water or air media. Gravity separators
using air media are not much effective in the separation of
ores ,but found effective in separation of coal due to low
specific gravity of coal(varies between 1.3 to 1.7) compared
to mineral matter. (Specific gravity varies between 2.5 to
2.7).

2. Dry methods of Beneficiation (Water free or Dry
beneficiation methods)
The conventional unit operations in mineral processing
in earlier days and presently use water to a large extent.
However, methods of separation without water also have
been developed from time to time to conduct mineral
processing operations in areas where water is scarce or not
available. So far such operations are limited to certain ores
and are not widely in use. Now, due to statutory restrictions
in using water, the industry is looking for dry methods of
mineral beneficiation wherever possible. Some of the unit
operations where use of water can be avoided are given
below:

Some of the equipments used for dry methods of separation
of coal and minerals are given below:
Dry separation of Coal
The gravity separation equipments using air media have
been developed and used for coal cleaning mostly in China.
They are FMC separator and FGX separators.

i) Grinding
Comminution of mined ore (size reduction,) is done in two
stages namely Crushing and grinding. Crushing is done
in dry conditions. But grinding is done either dry or wet in
various grinding units such as SAG mills, ball mills and rod
mill. The conventional wet grinding units like ball mills SAG
mills and Vertical Stirred mills are replaced by dry grinding
units like High Pressure Grinding Rolls (HPGR) and Isa
mills. In HPGR two rollers pressurize material up to 3500
bar, improving grinding efficiency drastically and significantly
reduce energy consumption. HPGR are now mostly used
to expand the capacity of existing grinding circuits and to
reduce energy consumption particularly in countries like
India where power is costly. Most of he cement industries
install HPGR mills where ultrafine grinding is required. Many
research studies and operating plant data report energy
savings from 10 to 50 % compared to conventional ball mill
grinding.

i) The FMC separator is a shaking sluiced tray in which
light coal is driven out near feed and heavy mineral matter
slides to the end as in case of popular domestic Winnowing
sheet(supa in Hindi) . The FMC equipment is shown in Fig1

In Rock Phophate processing plant at Jamarkotra, Rajasthan
of M/S Rajasthan State Miners and Minerals Ltd energy
savings of 53-56 KWh/ton is reported by introducing HPGR
in three stage grinding circuit.
Sizing and Classification
Sizing of crushed or ground ore is an important step before
subjecting to separation. Water is used to size ore to different
sizes rages using wet screens and to classify ore to different
size fractions using hydro-cyclones and hydro- classifiers.
For sizing in dry conditions vibratory screens with linear and
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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Fig:1 FMC Separator

ii) The FGX separator is developed by Tagshan Shenzhou
Manufacturing(TSM) which is like air table with Perforated
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throughput capacities ranging from 20-100 tph in the particle
size ranges between 1 to 50 mm.

Deck and air is introduced from bottom which allows
transport of particles to segregate in to clean coal, reject
and middling as shown in Fig : 2

Fig: 2: FGX separator

iii) For dry separation of Coal Air Dense Medium Fluidized
Bed (ADMFB) separator is getting popular. In this equipment
a fluidized bed of a particular density is created by
suspended dense media (magnetite) in an upward airflow.
The coal free from ash forming components will be low in
density and therefore float on media. The particles having
different percentages of ash forming components sink to
different levels in the bed. Magnetite media at sizes -150+
106 microns yields best separation of coal of at sizes -50+25
and -25+ 13 mm size coal. The performance of these dry
coal separation equipments on different coal samples show
results on average reduction of ash from a feed of 47 -50%
to 14 to 20 % in a the products with weight percentage
yield of 65-80%. . Dry methods of coal beneficiation proved
economical by nearly 50% in both capital and operating
costs as compared to wet processing.

Fig: 3 All Air jig

ii) Another dry process equipment which can be applied
to all types of mineral s is AKA-FLOW fluidised bed
separator.( Fig 4). The separation of minerals in the
machine is based on different settling rates of minerals in an
air fluidised bed. Studies with different mineral have shown
good performance at grain sizes ranging between 4 mm to
40 microns. Depending on the size of material the through
put capacities vary between 3 to 18 TPH.

Dry separation of coal helps in improving calorific value
and is a best option in areas of freezing winter like Russia,
Mongolia etc. Dry separation of coal is also common in China
and South Africa. Recent development of Air Dense Media
Fluidized separator is found very efficient for Dry separation
of coal and looks promising.
Dry separation of minerals
Gravity methods
i) For dry separation of coal and minerals All Air Jig (Fig.
3) is getting attention in mineral industry. The minerals are
separated depending on the differences in their densities
in a pulsating airflow as seen in conventional jigs where
water pulsations are used. The feed enters in to a perforated
vibrating chamber subjected to cross flow of compressed
air. The lighter particles float to top and heavy particles
discharged to bottom. The equipment is available with
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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Fig: 4 Aka-flow fluidised bed separator
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iii) The common centrifugal concentrator Knelson
concentrator used to separate heavy minerals like gold,
cassiterite, wolframite etc on wet basis is attempted to use
air as fluidising medium in place of water. Experiments have
been conducted to understand the separation characteristics
of coal fines in a Knelson concentrator.. It is found that ash
content could be brought down to 17% in product from 36 %
in feed and could reduce sulphur content.

or Rare earth rolls (RED). Some special High Gradient
magnetic separators with matrix arrangements are
used to separate fine and weakly magnetic minerals.
The commonly known is Wet High Intensity Magnetic
separator (WHIMS). New generation of equipment
with variations in drums and rolls and operation under
column and vibration are also introduced recently.
Magnetic separators are widely used in the separation
of ilmenite, rutile, monazite, garnet etc. from heavy
minerals sands .Low intensity magnetic separators
(Rare Earth Drum) are used to separate Ilmenite from
Rutile and High Intensity magnetic separator is used to
separate Monazite and garnet from zircon. Magnetic
separators are also used in the beneficiation of iron
ores, chromite and wolframite ores. Magnetic separators
are not only employed to concentrate ferruginous ores
but also to remove ferruginous impurities from many
industrial minerals like clay, talc, magnesite, limestone
etc.

Air tables are used extensively as dry method for pre
concentration of heavy minerals like tungsten, garnet,
cassiterite, ilmenite etc in alluvial, beach and river sands.
Minerals of different shapes (flaky and needle shaped)
and thickness (mica and asbestos) are separated using air
tables.
Magnetic Separation
Magnetic separations in the field of mineral processing has
been one of the oldest and simplest method of separating
minerals on the basis of their magnetic properties. Since
last four decades, significant developments took place in
both dry and wet magnetic separators. All minerals will have
magnetic properties namely ferromagnetic, paramagnetic,
and diamagnetic. Ferromagnetic minerals (i.e. magnetite and
pyrrhotite) are strongly magnetic and are easily separated
from other minerals. Paramagnetic and diamagnetic minerals
are not strongly magnetic. Paramagnetic minerals are
weakly attracted whereas diamagnetic minerals are weakly
repelled along lines of magnetic forces. Thus, if a mixture of
paramagnetic and diamagnetic minerals is passed through
a magnetic field the paramagnetic minerals will be pulled
into the field and the diamagnetic minerals will be repelled.

In Figures 5 and 6 Drum and belt, magnetic separators are
illustrated.

Magnetic fields of various intensities can be provided by
permanent or electromagnets. Rare earth Permanent
magnetic separators such as Perm rolls are used for both
wet and dry separation. Generally, magnetic separators are
classified as low or high intensity and they work in wet or dry
applications.
Magnetic separators are classified as i) Low intensity
magnetic separators (LIMS), ii) Medium intensity magnetic
separators and iii) High Intensity magnetic separators
i)

Low intensity magnetic separators are generally used
to separate minerals of high magnetic susceptibility like
magnetite, pyrrhotite etc. under wet conditions. LIMS
have high capacity and are drum type separators

ii)

Medium Intensity magnetic separators are mostly
operated in Dry conditions and rare earth drum
magnetic separators (RED) used mainly for separation
of ilmenite ,garnet ,chromite Etc’

iii)

High Intensity magnetic separators are operated in
both dry and wet conditions using Induced Rolls (IRM)
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Fig 5. Perm roll Drum magnetic separator
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Fig: 7: Simplest form of Electrostatic Separator

A new electrostatic separator, the Tribo-electrostatic
belt separator has been developed by ST Equipment &
Technology, LLC (STET) to separate minerals on the basis
of electrical charge difference when subjected to frictional
contact or tribo electric charge. The separation is entirely
done in dry conditions and claimed as very effective
alternative to flotation process. The separation can be done
on materials finer than 10mm sizes with through put capacity
up to 40 tons per hour.
Fig6. Belt Magnetic separator

In the Tribo-electric belt separator, the material is fed on
to a moving belt between two parallel planar electrodes
negative and positive. The minerals with higher electronic
density (which gain more electrons) charges negative
,moves towards positive electrode, the minerals with lower
electronic density (which gain less electrons) get positive
charge and move towards negative electrode. The counter
current particles are collected as positively and negatively
charged minerals as shown in Fig 8.

Electro Static separators (High Tension separators)
Electrostatic separators are well known and widely employed
as Dry method for separation of heavy minerals of beach
sands. The principle of separation in Electro static methods
are described below.
Electrostatic or High tension is separation of minerals is
based on the capacity of minerals to attain electrical charge
or conductivity. As seen in Fig 7 a rotating drum is grounded
and has positive charge and electrical high tension of
negative charge is passed on to the mineral particles fed on
rotating drum. The minerals which attain quick charge with
high conductivity are rejected and thrown out from drum
and are collected as Conductors while minerals with less
charge and poor conductors travel with drum and collected
as Non-conductors. It is well known that Rutile and Ilmenite
are separated as good conductors from zircon, monazite,
garnet, sillimanite as non-conductors.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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Another type of Tribo-Electrostatic separator called Free
Fall tribo electrostatic separator as shown in fig. 9 is
also developed for separation of minerals in dry conditions.
The principle of separation is charge transfer by frictional
contact of materials. When a sample of minerals fall through
a vertical tube of Electrical charge with Electrodes attain
electrical charge by frictional contact and deflect towards
opposite charged electrodes and collected as positive and
negative charged minerals. In this type of equipments fine
particles above 75 microns can be effectively separated .
17
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Sensor Based Automatic Ore sorters: Ore sorting is
separation of minerals based on their physical response
to electromagnetic radiations and difference in chemical
composition. Sensor based sorting is computerised
automated equipment.
Ore sorting or hand sorting has been essential practice since
time immemorial to upgrade ore by manually selecting good
material and reject large waste. Manual sorting is replaced
by automatic machines. In early 20th century separation
based on color particularly for precious stones, gold and
diamonds were developed. Eventually, with developments
in electronics and computer software Automatic sorters
based on several electromagnetic sensors have come in to
operation to separate wide range of minerals. Some of the
Electromagnetic based sensors are listed below:

Sensing source
i) Visible light

Fig 8: Tribo-electric belt separator

These Electrostatic separators have been extensively used
for a large range of minerals.

Sensor
(detector type)
colour CCD
Camera
Photomultiplier

Character
detected
Colour, reflectivity
transparency, shape etc.

ii) Infrared (IR) and Near IRIR and
NIR spectroscope

Reflectance,
transparency & Heat
absorption etc.

iii) Ultraviolet
(UV)

UV light
photomultiplier

Fluorescence

iv) X –rays

Scintillators or

x-ray fluorescence

Solid state
detectors

Wavelengths or x-ray
Tomography (XRT) - to
find atomic density

v) Natural radio
activity

GM counters

Gamma radiation

vi) Microwaves

MV detectors

heating with microwaves

vii) Radio waves

New technology
being developed

		

Recently, detection based on x-rays fluorescence provide
elemental analysis and X- Ray transmission (XRT) images
based on electronic density of elements. These XRT based
equipment can detect minerals which have very close
physical identity.
The sorters are incorporated with high speed processors
to select and reject through mechanical ejection systems.
Sorters operate with limits on particle size ranges between
+12-100 mm. Most of the installations are transportable
semi-mobile units. The capacities depend on size of feed

Fig: 9 Free Fall tribo electrostatic separator
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varying between 150-250tph. For high volume handling multi
stage installations are preferred. The separation is entirely in
Dry conditions.

a) Feeding mechanism to pass ore as a single layer
b) electronic sensor source c) sensor detector
d) processors to analyse data and quick transfer
to activate mechanical devises f) mechanical or
pneumatic ejection systems.. A schematic diagram
of components are shown in Fig. 10

The electronic sorters consists the following major
components;

1. Coarse Ore Bin
2. Feeder weigh belt
3. Conveyer belt
4. Sensor source
5. Sensor detector
6. Microprocesso
7. Air Jet
8. Particle devider
Fig 10 Basic configuration of Electronic Sorters

Secondly, Ore sorters are used to separate many industrial
minerals like limestone, feldspar, magnesite, soapstone ,
quartz, rock phosphate, etc form associated waste having
similar physical properties which are difficult to separate by
conventional processes like flotation and gravity separators.

Ore sorters are basically pre-concentrators and are widely
used to process precious ores like diamond, gold, base
metals and many industrial minerals. Some of the advantages
are listed Below:
a) Reduction of waste at coarse sizes; this helps to
improve grade of ore to treat in subsequent separation
processes to increase capacity and efficiency and
to obtain high quality products . Pre concentration in
underground mines and at remote mine sites helps to
reduce costs on handling and transport of waste
b) Save energy: Considerable energy can be saved in
handling, transport and size reduction in down stream
processing or smelting.
c) Reduce environmental risks: Bulk waste is rejected
at coarse sizes from Sorters with out using water
media can be handled safely either as a back filling
in mined out areas or to stack as waste dumps. This
also helps in reducing tailings produced in subsequent
processes.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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3. Opportunities for Dry methods of Beneficiation
The famous proverb ‘necessity is the mother of invention’ is
also applicable in mining and mineral processing industry.
The developments and successful application of Froth
Flotation process in the early years of 20th Century at Broken
Hill, Australia considered wonderful elixir to separate and
recover complex metallic sulphide ore minerals. Eventually,
the flotation process has extended to non-metallic and
industrial minerals and considered as an important process
even to day, though it consumes more water. The increase
in the costs of grinding and flotation reagents , problems of
disposal of tailings , shortage of water and environmental
constraints encourage to opt and develop Dry methods of
processing.
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Water shortage in coming years, may impose restrictions
for industrial use including Mineral processing. Already,
some major mining companies in the world are successful
in reducing specific water consumption. There are good
opportunities to employ Dry methods of beneficiation in the
following areas:
i.

To reject bulk and barren waste rock in low-grade ores
through pre-concentration using Dry methods like Dry
jigs and sensor based sorters. Pre –concentration
of feed at coarse sizes can improve grade of ore in
subsequent down stream processes such as fine
gravity methods or flotation. Removal of bulk waste in
upstream processes reduces energy costs and water
use.

ii.

In certain low grade ores and which require fine grind
to liberate ore minerals may not be amenable to pre
concentration. However, suitable cut-off grades can be
achieved through pre –concentration.

iii.

Flotation process is unavoidable to process some ores
having fine interlocking. The new Dry electrostatic
separator Tribo-electrostatic separator appears
promising to replace flotation process.
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M. sand, better than River Sand & other Alternatives
Chand Chandna

Abstract
The demand for SAND as building material has now increased all around the word due to increasing growth of construction
industry and major infrastructure projects all over the country. Scarcity of good quality Natural River sand due to depletion of
Resources and restriction of river bed mining by Supreme Court due to environmental conditions lead to produce M. SAND
the better alternate substitute of river sand & other alternatives. The Manufactured sand and the natural deposits of river sand
composed of finally divided rock particles by crushing for producing M sand and by erosion carried by river water for river bed
sedimentation. The application of any sand meeting the composition of particle specifications is of paramount importance, to
ensure the durability of construction sustainable the entire R.C.C. structure throughout its service life.
Key Words: M. Sand (Manufactured Sand), fine aggregate, gravel sand, Workability, concrete
Introduction
Sand may be defined as a loose granular substance typically
as pale yellowish, brown, whitish, reddish, resulting from
the erosion of Siliceous and other rocks and forming major
constituent of beaches, River beds, the seabed and deserts
by sedimentation. Similarly the M. sand (manufactured
sand) or stone crushed sand may also be defined as a loose
granular material sand produced from disintegration of rock,
consists of particles smaller than gravel but coarser than silt
and is used in mortar, glass, abrasives and foundry molds. As
such sand is a naturally occurring granular sediment material
composed of finally divided rock and mineral particles & M.
Sand is crushed rock material composed of finally divided
rock and mineral, in granular Material sand. The natural
sand sediment by natural means of erosion like air or water
and the M. Sand produced by mechanical crushing but the
composition of both the sand particles are same.

to be discouraged to save the natural beauty of the rivers
and green environment needs substitute of river sand.
Deficiencies of River Sand
The Civil engineers, Architects, builders and civil contractors
believed and agreed that the river sand which is presently
available is deficient in many respects. The river sand does
contains high silt and fine particles deficit the quality and life
of the concrete. The presence of other impurities like coal,
lignite, bones, shells, mica, silt and organic compounds
etc. may be carried mixed with flow of river water, makes
the sand inferior for the use in cement concrete. These
impurities decomposed earlier by weathering effect which
shortens the life of the concrete. The river bed sand deposits
are not uniform and differ in particle gradation from place
to place and river to river. So the consistency of grading,
manufactured sand (M. Sand) of required gradation is
better than the river sand. Silt and clay carried by river sand
are harmful to the concrete. Requirement of grading with
fineness modulus 4.00 to 1.35 of river sand, increasingly
difficult to get consistent quality in terms of grading limits,
as because we do not have any control over the natural
sedimentation process of river beds.

With the world wide decline in the availability of sands facing
environmental pressure to reduce sand extraction from
rivers. So the alternate use of manufactured sand (M. Sand)
is increasing. As presently observed, the manufactured
sand is widely used all around the world. Technicians of
major construction projects around the world insist on the
compulsory use of manufactured sand. As because the
processed manufactured sand have its consistent gradation
with zero impurities. Manufactured processed silica sand is
a better substitute of river sand in perfect gradation with no
impurity.

Required composition
Sand is a naturally granular material composed of finely
divided rock and mineral particles by crushing or by natural
sedimentation. The composition of sand is highly variable
depending on the local rock sources and erosion conditions.
The most common constituent of sand is silicon dioxide
abrasive particles (SiO2 ) .Usually it is in the form of quartzite
or decomposed sand stone in the form of siliceous rock. The
fine aggregate rock sand or crushed stone sand should

The indiscriminate river sand mining has become
excessively objectionable. The Apex court of India also
imposed ban on river sand mining. So the river sand mining
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have less than 4.75 mm in size and fine aggregate below
600 micron, content usually 35% to 45% by mass of the total
aggregate.

durability and compressive strength of concrete. Its further
investigations are underway to observe the deleterious
effects of mica.

Indian stander IS 383 classifies in to Natural Sand which
observed the Fine aggregate sand resulting from the natural
disintegration due to erosion of rock, has been deposited
by means of stream or glacial agencies as river sand. As
such the so called crushed stone sand or M. sand, is the
fine aggregate sand obtained by crushing and processing
natural hard stone.

General Sand, Requirements
1. All the particles of the sand should have the higher
strength.
2. Edges of the particles should be grounded with smooth
surface texture.
3. There should not be any organic impurities in the
sand.
4. In manufactured sand the permissible limit of micro
fines below 75 micron should not be more than 15 %
but always kept below to it.
5. Particles size in general should be remain in a limit 150
microns to 4750 Micron
6. Silt in crushed sand should not be more than 2 % &
other impurities in permissible limit.
7. The sand particles must have abrasive in nature and
no particle should be soluble in water.

The standard terminology used for sand is fine aggregate.
The composition of sand is highly variable, depending on
the local rocks, but the most common constituent of sand
is Silica (silicon dioxide or SiO2). Fine aggregate are less
than 4.75 mm or 4750 micron in size and the fine aggregate
(F.A.) contents usually 35% to 45 % by mass or volume of
total aggregate.
Deleterious Materials in Sand
Aggregate sand shall consists of naturally occurring,
crushed or uncrushed stones, gravel and sand combined.
These contents must be hard, strong, dense, durable, clear
and free from veins and adherent coating. They should
be free from Injurious amounts of disintegrated pieces of
alkali, vegetable matter and other deleterious substances.
As far as possible the flaky and elongated pieces should be
avoided. Aggregate sand should not contain any deleterious
harmful materials such as coal, lignite, mica, muscovite,
Vermiculite, Biotite, pyrites, shale or similar laminated
material, clay, alkali, soft friable fragments, sea shells and
organic impurities in such quantity which affect the strength
and durability of the concrete.

Quality Tests of Sand
Manufactured sand should possessed adhere to highest
standards of BSI codes and must undergo the following
quality tests
1. Sieve analysis test of sizes of sand particles and
percentage of total fine. Aggregate in required
gradation.
2. Optical Microscopic study to check the particle shape
grounded and surface texture smooth.
3. Slump test by slump cone method to measure the
cubical shape of the particle.
4. Cube test for compressive strength.
5. Test for silt and clay.

The sand to be used should not contain any such material
liable to attack the steel reinforcement. The maximum
quantity of deleterious materials should not exceed the
limits shown below in the table.
1

Coal and Lignite

1.00

1.00

2

Clay Lumps

1.00

1.00

3

3 .00 to 15.00

3.00

4

Materials finer than 75
microns IS sieve
Soft Fragments

Nil

3.00 to Nil

5

Shale

1.00

Nil

6

Total of % of all deleterious
materials
(except Mica) S.N.1to5

5

5

Grading proportion of Aggregate to be maintain.
Manufactured sand produced by proper machines and
processed can be a better substitute of river sand. The
Manufactured sand must be of proper gradation as per IS
383. The sand should have its particles from 150 microns
to 4750 microns or 4.75 mm in a proper proportion as
shown below in the table. When the fine particles are in
proper proportion then the sand will fewer void will fill the
void with cement. Blow in the table four zones I, II, III & IV
zone grading guiding proper distribution of particles are
shown to manufacture M. Sand in such limits of grading and
distribution.
It shall be described as fine aggregate, Grading Zones I, II,
III, and IV. Where the grading falls outside the limits of any
particular grading zone of sieves, other than IS sieve 600
micron by a total amount not exceeding 5 percent, then it
shall be regarded as falling within the grading zone. This
tolerance shall not be applied to the percentage of passing
the IS sieve 600 microns or to the percentage passing any
other sieve size on the Coarse limit of grading zone ‘I’ or the
finer limit of grading zone ‘IV’.

However the engineer in charge of the project at his some
of discretion relax some of the limits as a results of further
tests of his satisfactory performance.
The presence of mica (or muscovite, vermiculite, biotite) in
the fine aggregate has been found to reduce considerably the
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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B.S.S.
Mesh S

IS Sieve
Designation

A.S.T.M.E

Percentage Passing For
Grading
Zone I

Grading
Zone II

Grading
Zone III

Grading
Zone IV

2

2

10 mm

100

100

100

100

4

5

4.75 mm

90 -- 100

90 --- 100

90 -- 100

95 -- 100

7

8

2.36 mm

60 -- 95

75 -- 100

85 --- 100

95 – 100

14

16

1.18 mm

30 – 70

55 -- 90

75 -- 100

90 -- 100

25

30

600 micron

15 –34

35--59

60--79

80—100

52

50

300 micron

5 -- 20

8 -- 30

12 -- 40

15 -- 50

100

100

150 micron

0 --- 10

0 -- 10

0 -- 10

0 -- 15

Fineness Modulus (FM) of the Sand
Fineness Modulus (FM) is an index of fineness of an
aggregate. FM is required for the preparation of mixed design
as the sand gradation has largest effect on workability. Fine
sand (Low FM) has much higher paste effect with good
workability.

It is recommended that the fine aggregate confirming to
grading Zone IV should not be used in reinforced concrete
unless tested for suitability of proposed mix proportion.
The percentage of passing the sand through sieve 600
microns will decide the grading Zone of the sand. As grading
Zone I is a coarse sand and Zone II, Zone III and Zone IV
are Fine sand shown in the above grading table.
IS Sieve

Zone I

Zone II

Zone III

Zone IV

% of
Passing

Cumulative
% Retained

% of
Passing

Cumulative
% Retained

% of
passing

Cumulative
% Retained

% of
passing

Cumulative
% Retained

10
Mm

100

0

100

0

100

0

100

0

4.75
Mm

9 0 - - - - - 10--------100
------- 0

90 -----100

10 -------- 0

90------100

10 ------------ 0

95--------100

5 ------------- 0

2.36
Mm

60------ 95

40----------- 5

75 -------- 100

25------------ 0

85-------- 100

15---------------- 0

95 ------- 100

5 ------ 0

1.18
Mm

30--------70

70---------- 30

55 --------- 90

45 ------------ 10

75 ---------90

25 ----------- 10

90------ 100

10 ----------- 0

600
Mic

15 --------34

85----------- 66

35---------60

65 ------------ 40

60-----------79

40------------- 21

80 -------100

20 ------------ 0

300
Mic-

5--------- 20

95 --------- 80

8 ----------30

92------------70

12----------40

88------------- 60

15 --------50

85--------------- 50

150
Mic.

0----------- 10

100 ------------ 90

0-----------10

100 ----------- 90

0 --------- 10

100 -------------- 90

0-------- 15

100 ----------- 85

Total

400 --------------- 271

337 ----------- 210

278------------ 181

225-------------135

Fineness modulus (FM)

4.00 -------------2.71

3.37 ------------- 2.10

2.78---------------1.81

2.25----------- 1.35

The Fineness modulus is obtained by adding the sum of the
cumulative percentage of sand retained on each specified
series of sieve, and divided by 100 as shown in the above
table. As in table the addition of cumulative retention
percentage in zone I is 400 in first case and 271 in second
case so these cumulative additions are divided by 100
,comes the fineness modulus of grading zone I to be 4.00
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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and 2.71 respectively. Similarly the FM of other zones are
calculated as shown above in the table.
Alternatives of river sand
1. Manufactured crushed stone sand
2. Silica Sand.
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3.
5.

RAJASTHA, dispatching nearly 1000 tons of sand per day to
the valued projects of Kota division. It has balanced physical
and chemical properties for construction uses. Silica sand
can withstand any aggressive environmental and climatic
conditions. Enhanced it has long durability, greater strength
and overall economy of the workability.

Fly Ash / Bottom Ash / Pond Ash. 4. Sea Sand.
Crushed Waste glass Sand. 6. Dunes sand of desert

Manufactured crushed stone sand
Manufactured sand is popularly known by several names
such as crushed sand, green sand, Rock sand, Ultra Mod
sand, Poabs sand, Robo sand, Barmac sand, Pozzolan sand
etc. Indian stander IS 383—1970 reaffirmed 2007 named
the manufacture sand as ’crushed stone sand’.

The fineness modulus of the fine aggregate is required for
the mixing design of the concrete. Since the sand Gradation
has the largest effect on workability. AS the low FM called
fine sand has large higher effect on the paste requirements
for good workability. The percentage of passing through 600
micron sieve will decide the Grading Zone of the sand. The
higher the FM, the Coarser will be the aggregate. Bundi silica
sand is a washed, silt, dust & clay free aggregate sand, free
from all deficiencies. It is a better substitute of river sand
especially for important construction projects. The grading
and fine modulus (FM) of the products are calculated below
in the table as 2.79, 2.56 and 2.37 respectively shown
below.

Crushed stone sand is produced by first crushing the boulders
in the primary crusher and then feeding the aggregates, a
small sized stone gravel in a vertical shaft impactor ( VSI )
machine specially design for sand making or may further
crushed in secondary crusher to produced gravel sand
. Further the required gradation of the sand produced by
screening the product and removing its unwanted fine below
75 microns either by washing the sand or in dry process by
blowing the fines with a system of air blower mechanism.
Manufactured sand eliminate the silt fines by washing having
gradation of IS 383 as desired with no any other impurities is
a better alternate of river sand preferred by the civil engineers
and contractors. Manufactured silica sand gradation is more
perfact substitute of all the crushed manufacturing sand.

Other Silica Deposits
The other measure deposit of silica sand mine is Shivalica
silica mine near Bayana, district Bhartpur Rajasthan
producing construction grade silica sand. The gradation
of the sand is best suitable for construction projects as
required under IS 383 as fine aggregates grading zones. On
analyses, it’s FM of distribution grading of particles observed
2.86 & 2.79 as zone of fine aggregate. Presently this mine is
supplying nearly 800 tons per day to meet out the demand
of nearby cities, Delhi- Faridabad, Noida, Mathura, Aligarh,
BulandShahar. There are other deposits of silica sand at
many places in India which are producing glass grade sand.
The low grade silica sand containing of higher percentage of
Iron, not suitable to glass & foundry products are processed
for the M sand grading and commercially used the over
burden containing inferior Silica to meet out the demand of
the country and to make the working ecofriendly.

Cumulative
% retain

%
Passing

Cumulative
% Retain

100

0

100

0

100

0

5

4.75 mm

100

0

100

0

100

0

8

2.36 Mm

86.87

13.13

90.90

9.10

100

0

16

1.18 Mm

67.30

32.70

69.21

30.79

99.80

0.80

41.46

58.54

52.29

47.71

45.38

54.62

19.51

80.49

26.75

73.25

15.41

84.59

5.58

94.42

4.51

95.49

2.84

97.16

30
50
100

600
Micron
300
Micron
150
Micron

Total
Fineness
Modulus(FM)

Cumulative
% Retain

%
Passing
1o Mm

%
Passing

IS
Mesh

2

VSI
Unit

ASTM
Mesh

Rotary
Unit

Rourke
Unit

SILICA SAND
The distribution & Sand grading of Bundi Silica mine

279.28

256.34

237.16

2.79

2.56

2.37

The Stone grit crusher used for producing grit and ballast
produce the screened fine sand below 4.75 mm containing
fine dust and clay. It may be used alternate of river sand
after processing. The micro fine sand and clay impurities
are removed by putting a sand washing unit to utilize the
screened waste sand, below4.75mm. At nearby Jaipur
a propel Industries PLD product ‘Sand Washer’ unit is in
operation to wash the grit crusher’s produced waste sand
to remove clay & fines and dispatching the so produces M
sand daily nearly 1200 tones to meet out the demand of
Jaipur and Delhi cities.
Fly Ash/Bottom Ash/pond Ash
These three types of ash namely Fly ash, bottom ash and
pond ash are produced by the thermal plants. Fly ash is
collected by the mechanical or electrostatic precipitators
from the flue gases of the power plants. The Bottom ash is

Silica sand is a better substitute alternate of river sand. It is
the product of quartzite of hard stone. The proven example
is the quality product of BUNDI SILICA SAND, BUNDI
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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2.

Higher Strength: The superior shape of particles edged
grounded, surface texture smooth and proper gradation
of fine aggregate and consistency, chemically stable
parameters of manufacturing sand provides greater
durability and higher strength to ivconcrete.
3. Greater Workability: The crusher dust is flaky and angular
in shape which is troublesome in workability. There will
be no plasticity in the mortar which makes it difficult
even in mason work .But the product of VSI machine
provide the particles in cubical shape with grounded
edge and superior gradation which gives good plasticity
to mortar providing excellent workability.
4. Economy: Uses of manufactured shaped sand reduce
cost. Since like river sand, it does not contain impurities
and wastage will be nil. In International Construction
Scenario, no river sand is used at all. Only sand is
manufactured and taken in use. Manufactured Cubical
particles sand ensure significant reduction of cement
used in concrete.

collected from the bottom of the boilers of the plant. Pond
ash is a by- product of thermal plants. It is considered as
the waste product of the thermal plant. Its disposal is a big
problem. It requires lot of disposal area. The fly ash and
bottom ash are mixed together and transported in the form
of slurry in a lagoon to store. This deposit is called pond
ash. This ash can be used as an alternate of river sand.
The strength of concrete increased with respect to the
percentage of slag added by weight in the fine aggregate up
to 40% of copper slag.
Sea Sand
Sea sand if processed in proper ways may be proved a better
substitute of river sand. Though it has many challenges to
make it suitable for the concrete. The sea sand contains
higher percentage of chlorides which increase corrosion in
steel. Its higher contents of shales make the sand finer than
the river sand which decreases the strength of the concrete.
But however if proper filtration and proper washing is done
to remove chlorides and fines then the sand can be used
effectively for construction Industry.

Conclusion
The manufactured sand is the only alternative to river sand.
Mining of river bed to get river sand will lead to environmental
disaster. The natural beauty of the river destroyed, Ground
water level, lowered, create water scarcity and put threat
to the safety of bridges and dams. So the Government has
also come forward to preserve the rivers by “banning mining
of river bed”.

The sand taken from the off shore area has low salinity
presence than the sand of beaches. After carried out the
studies by the national building research organization
recommend sea sand as sustainable alternate of river sand.
Countries such as UK, Netherland, India, Seychelles Island,
Singapore and Japan are using sea sand for: constructions.
Japan and Great Britain produce two-thirds of the world’s
marine aggregate. Offshore sand gravel mining have
become a 200 million USD industry.

The aim of this lesion is to promote the use of manufacturing
sand which have been proved better than the river sand
& other alternatives. Keeping the demand in mind all the
technical specifications and guide lines are provided to
manufacture stone crushed sand or silica sand which may
be made available in every district of the state to meet
out the demand of the country. The grit crusher sand after
processing to remove fines and clay by means of auto
mechanical washing or by air blowing in close circuit will be
a best suitable and economical M. Sand product alternate
of River sand.

Crushed Waste Glass sand
Glass is made of silica sand. When the waste glass is
crushed, it convert in to its raw material silica sand. Then it
is graded by screening through the specified IS sieve. It has
the same chemical composition of silicon dioxide SiO2. . As
described silica sand is a better alternate of River Sand.
Dune sand in desert
In desert areas sand dunes are formed due to the air storms.
In air storm the sand particles flow in air and settled forming
sand dunes. Thus due to erosion of sand particles by air or
water sediments in the forms of dune. Such dune sand may
be so called like sea sand. After filtration and processing this
sand may be sustainable alternate of river sand.
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Creditability of manufactured Sand
The crushed stone sand or silica sand have the following
Creditability in using of constructions.
1. Greater Durability: Manufactured sand has balanced
physical and chemical properties in aggregate which
can withstand any aggressive environmental and
climatic conditions. So it enhanced credit of durability,
strength and overall economy.
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4.
Key Words: The Author(s) should choose three to five key technical words, which are very important and used frequently
in the paper.
5.
Body: The text should be organized into logical sections such as Introduction, Procedure / Analyses Results, Conclusions.
The results should be presented in an orderly form with relevant and necessary number of tables and figures. The
conclusion should clearly state the outcome of the project/ analyses.
Figures and tables should be included in the body of the paper and also be provided separately in high resolution formats
for editing purposes.
The review papers should also end with a summary of the review.
6.
Numbering of Figures, Tables and Equations: Figures, Tables and Equations should be numbered consecutively
beginning with ‘1’ to the end of the paper, including any appendices. For an example the Equations should start with
numbers with the word ‘Equation’ (Example Equation 1). The number of the Tables should start with the word ‘Table’
(Example: Table 1) and the number of the Figures should start with the word ‘Figure’ (Example: Figure 1)
7.
Acknowledgments: The author(s) should acknowledge the individual(s) or institution(s) or organisation(s) who have
made important contributions including funding to the project, which is discussed in the paper.
8.
Appendices: The Appendices contain additional information, which are important to the project / context of the paper,
and can be of interest to the reader, but not qualify to be part of the body of the paper. The appendices should be
numbered alphabetically, such as Appendix A.
9.
References: References should be listed together at the end of the paper. The footnotes or end notes should not be
used for this purpose. References should be ordered by the last name of the first author of the cited article and then
chronological order with the latest article first. Each reference should include the last name of each author followed by
initials, year of publication, followed by the details of the article. For details please refer to the Sample Reference table.
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with the year of publication enclosed in brackets. Example: It was shown by Shah, Rao (1986). In case of more than two
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C. Submission of manuscripts

The Editor accepts manuscripts electronically. The submissions should be sent as email attachments to editor.mej.
meai@gmail.com. Authors should submit the Text in MS Word format, figures in AutoCAD, Corel draw, TIFF or BMP
format, and photographs in JPG or PDF format.


Maps and line diagrams shall be original and of reproducible quality for printing. Photographs shall be of good quality and
shall have to withstand reduction.
The length of the papers should be restricted to 10 pages, in one-and-half line spacing, Times New Roman Font and
size 12.
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Exploration activity is increasing across the hard
rock mining sector. At the same time, reserves are
becoming increasingly difficult to unlock as deposits
change. With the mining industry settling into a
more vibrant environment, many companies have
responded by expanding their exploration budgets.
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures reflect
these moves, showing a 4 per cent rise in exploration
in the September 2018 quarter to push spending to its
highest level in five years. Western Australia’s hard
rock miners guided this growth as spending in the gold
sector surged. Exploration for gold is on track to grow
even further this year after several leading companies
declared larger budgets. Northern Star Resources, for
example, increased its exploration budget by a third to
$60 million in the 2019 financial year. Evolution Mining
has also boosted its planned exploration spend from
$32 million to up to $55 million.

(Continued from Page 12)
à

National Green Tribunal fumes over mining permit

The bench said seeking relaxation means the company
is carrying out blasting in the prohibited area.
Hyderabad: The National Green Tribunal in New
Delhi on Friday expressed displeasure at the Union
ministry of forest and environment’s apathy in granting
permission for open cast mining at Kakatiya Khani II
in Jayashankar Bhupalapalli district. The NGT bench
headed by Justice Raghuvendra Singh Rathore
was dealing with an application by Mr Nagavelli
Rajalingamurthy, a resident of Bhupalapalli district,
challenging inaction by authorities in taking precaution
during open cast mining activity in Kakatiya Khani-II
which is resulting in air, noise, water and land pollution,
damaging fertile lands and depleting ground water in
the vicinity of the mine.

The increase in spending is a welcome sign for the
mining industry, but it doesn’t remove the challenge
of declining grades, resource depletion and deposits
becoming deeper. To overcome this, mining companies
are considering different methods, including seismic
surveying, a technique that has emerged in hard rock
exploration over the past decade. Western Australianfocused hard rock companies, in particular, have
embraced 3D seismic surveying to unlock deeper
reserves and for exploration under cover. Perthbased HiSeis, a company created by Curtin University
professors Anton Kepic and Milovan Urosevic in 2009,
remains the only commercial provider of the technology
for mining. The HiSeis team has overcome sceptics of
seismic surveying who criticised the technology as a
tool that is only effective for exploration in the oil and
gas industry.

The bench said it appeared that the ministry had not
applied their mind while granting relaxation to the
mining company. The bench asked Singareni Collieries
Company Ltd why it had sought relaxation of the
condition that bars mining within 500 m of residential
areas adjacent to the mine, when the company had
claimed it had not taken up blasting within 500m of
prohibited areas. The bench said seeking relaxation
means the company is carrying out blasting in the
prohibited area.

Curtin University developed tools and techniques that
enabled the application of the technology for hard
rock exploration, removing the limitations linked with
deeper resources and exploration under cover. Seismic
surveying’s reputation in mining has strengthened in
recent years following exploration campaigns by the
likes of Northern Star and Evolution, as well as nickelfocused Independence Group (IGO).

When counsel requested the bench to conduct an
inquiry through an independent agency to ascertain
the fact, the bench asked what purpose such an inquiry
would serve when the ministry had been giving false
reports. Mr K. Sravan Kumar, counsel for the petitioner,
complained to the bench that the mining company was
carrying out blasting close to the residential area. The
bench said it would pass appropriate orders soon.
SA Ishaqui, Deccan Chronicle | Feb 9, 2019
à

HiSeis’ technique has been deployed by each of these
companies to better define and interpret the geological
features of their sites. Chief executive officer Joe
Dwyer, who joined HiSeis in 2013, says there has
been a shift in the mining industry’s attitude towards
seismic surveying for exploration off the back of these
campaigns. “I have seen a step change over the last
couple of years in that the technique is at least getting
some credibility,” Dwyer tells Australian Mining. “Some
of the detractors in the early days would talk of myths
that seismic can’t image deep structures, or can’t

A seismic shift for mineral exploration
Exploration companies are searching for new
methods to unlock the next wave of mineral deposits.
A technology proving valuable in this pursuit is 3D
seismic surveying.
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image thin or steep structures. Typically, these are the
origin of gold deposits that are hosted within thin vein
systems. “The success we’ve had recently firstly shows
that you can image deep structures, and secondly we
have learnt something with the alteration associated
with the gold mineralisation. We can image that and
that is really useful for gold mining.”

seismic surveying since experimenting with a Curtin
University prototype at the Long project 10 years ago.
Polito says the seismic surveys have also proven to be
good value for money given the geological and structural
information it has provided in a 3D environment. “This
information to collect through conventional drilling
would be cost prohibitive. We are confident that this
technology and applying the scientific approach in a
scientific way will lead to additional Nova-like deposit
discoveries,” Polito says. “Traditionally, many explorers
believed using seismic for hard rock would be too
complicated, but we believe that as we increase our
understanding of using 3D seismic and increase our
confidence in how we use the data, then it will become
more commonly used in brownfields exploration.”

Dwyer says long-time users of 3D seismic surveying,
such as Northern Star, Evolution and IGO, have
been rewarded by taking risks with a new technique.
Northern Star, for example, made the Zodiac discovery
at the Jundee mine in 2017 by drilling targets taken
from a 3D survey after believing in the technology for
many years. “Typically the companies that have senior
management or a culture of being innovative are the
ones more willing to accept a new idea, and seismic in
mining is a new idea,” Dwyer says.

HiSeis has managed to capture the attention of the
mining industry with these breakthroughs. A group of
industry executives, mining services company Ausdrill
and other professional investors joined forces to buy
a majority ownership in the company last year. The
change in ownership reflected HiSeis’ growth plans.
It has helped support the company’s international
expansion and consolidate its position as a hard rock
seismic provider. These investors are hoping to push
HiSeis to the next level, as the company wants to do
with the exploration sector using its technology.
Austalian Mining | Feb 14, 2019

“That is a common thread I find; it’s the miners that
have a leader, MD or chairman who is prepared to do
something different and not just keep with the paradigm.
“Northern Star took a chance and we have done half
a dozen projects for them in different gold mines.” IGO
was another early adopter of seismic, as far back as
the days before HiSeis with Curtin University. HiSeis
acquired a 3D seismic survey of the Nova nickelcopper-cobalt operation for IGO in early 2017. Initially,
IGO wanted to establish a better understanding of
how useful it would be for the company to acquire 3D
seismic data. The companies finished up performing
the largest-ever 3D hard rock seismic survey at Nova,
which HiSeis delivered to IGO in July 2018 six months
after starting work on it. IGO exploration project
manager Paul Polito says the company considers Nova
a strong candidate for seismic surveying because its
mineralisation is not limited to the near surface. “It’s
mostly under cover and therefore we needed the latest
technology available to go deep,” Polito says.

à

“We believe we can mine Nova-like mineralisation to
at least two kilometres depth underground and there is
no other technology more superior at the moment than
HiSeis 3D seismic surveying that allows us to target
hard rock mineralisation at those sorts of depths IGO
has also acquired 3D seismic data for its Tropicana
gold joint venture (with Anglo Gold Ashanti) and the
Long nickel operation. The company is confident the
success of the 3D surveys at Tropicana and Long bodes
well for its development plans at Nova and around the
overall mining lease. “The more we drill the better we
understand that data set,” Polito says. “What makes it
appealing is the level of geological detail that we can
obtain at considerable depths. That kind of information
cannot currently be obtained using any other method.”
IGO has emerged as one of the trailblazers of 3D
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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India's coal import rises 5% to 190 MT in AprilJanuary
Coal imports were at 180.61 Mt in the April-January
period of the previous fiscal, the report by mjunction
services showed.
Coal imports increased by 5.1 per cent to 189.9 million
tonnes (Mt) in the April-January period of the ongoing
fiscal, according to a report. Coal imports were at 180.61
Mt in the April-January period of the previous fiscal,
the report by mjunction services showed. mjunction, a
joint venture between Tata Steel and SAIL, is a B2B
e-commerce company that also publishes research
reports on coal and steel verticals. But January month
saw a decline in coal import to 17.25 Mt from 19.59 Mt
in the same month of the previous fiscal.
"There was modest demand for coking and non-coking
coal from Indian buyers during the month. The marginal
decline in hot metal production and volatile coking
coal prices in January prompted buyers to keep a tab
on imports," mjunction MD and CEO Vinaya Varma
explained.
In non-coking coal, the coal stock scenario at thermal
power plants showed a steady improvement and this
helped to curb volumes, he added. Of the total imports
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during January 2019, non-coking coal shipments were
12.35 Mt and coking coal at 3.53 Mt. Coal Minister
Piyush Goyal had earlier urged state-run Coal India to
pledge self-sufficiency in production to eliminate import
of the dry fuel. The government has set a target of one
billion tonne of coal production by 2019-20 for the
mining major, but is considering relaxing the timeline.
Coal India has announced a production target of 652
Mt in 2018-19.
PTI | Feb 17, 2019
à

2020. Using the lab's neutron source, which is normally
utilized to study materials like uranium alloys or nuclear
fuels, the experts were able to verify that this sample is
homogeneous, meaning the whole sample is a 70-30
mix of gold to silver.
In their view, this could mean that the silver is bonding
to the gold in the crystalline structure at the atomistic
level. "The results of this study will have implications
for geoscientists who are trying to understand the
geochemical processes that are at play in the formation
of gold deposits, and for materials scientists and
engineers who may use the unique properties of these
materials in technological applications," the scientists
said in a media statement. The Ram's Horn belongs
to the collection of the Mineralogical and Geological
Museum at Harvard University and it was initially found
in 1887 at the Ground Hog mine in Red Cliff, Colorado.
According to the museum curators, the mysteriously
shaped artifact that resembles a twisted bunch of
wires and not the usual golden nugget has baffled
mineralogists since its discovery.
Valentina Ruiz Leotaud, Mining.com | Feb 18, 2019

Scientists take a look inside rare wire gold
specimen

à

The Ram’s Horn wire gold specimen. Photo by Harvard
University.

Zimbabwean rescuers pull 22 bodies from mine,
eight more found alive

For the first time ever, scientists from Los Alamos
National Laboratory had a peek inside the structure of
the Ram's Horn, a 263 gram, 12-centimeter tall wire
gold specimen considered one of the few of its kind.
Using neutron characterization techniques, the
researchers were able to take a look to try to better
understand how the shiny object was formed. "Almost
nothing other than the existence of the specimen is
known about wire gold," said Sven Vogel, a physicist
at Los Alamos National Laboratory's neutron science
center. According to Vogel, wire silver is more common
in nature but its yellow counterpart is so rare that this
particular specimen is almost invaluable.

Image: YANGCHAO

Zimbabwean rescuers pulled the bodies of at least 22
illegal gold miners out of shafts west of Harare that
were flooded earlier in the week, and rescued eight
more alive, officials and witnesses said on Saturday.
The accident involving about 70 miners in Battlefields,
175 km (109 miles) west of the capital, happened on
Tuesday night and has shone a light on the risks run
by illegal gold miners, who last year contributed a large
part of Zimbabwe's record 33 tonne bullion output. The
government has declared the incident a disaster.

"Wire silver is a mosaic-like polycrystalline aggregate
with many hundreds to thousands of crystals in a single
wire," explained John Rakovan, Professor of Mineralogy
at Miami University and one of the researchers
involved in the experiment. "The gold appears to be
composed of only a few single crystals. Furthermore,
we discovered that these samples are not pure gold,
but rather gold-silver alloys with as much as 30 percent
silver substituting for gold in the atomic structure."

Henrietta Rushwaya, the chief executive officer of
the Zimbabwe Miners Federation, which represents
small-scale miners, said at least 22 bodies had been
identified in the shafts and tunnels. "We hope we will

The sample will be the centerpiece of a new exhibit at
the Harvard Museum of Natural History in the spring of
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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construction of the mine to start. Dow said there was
growing frustration throughout regional communities,
which are seeking new employment opportunities: The
desperation for these jobs is real. My team receives
enquiries on our email, website and social media
channels every day. Furthermore over a thousand small
businesses, predominantly from regional Queensland,
have registered on Adani’s supplier portal looking for
business opportunities and contracts. With thousands
of people knocking on our door for work, we’re stepping
up our communications so that we can keep them up to
date through the use of such things as billboards, radio
and newspaper updates.

be able to retrieve all of the people in time," Rushwaya
said.
A Reuters witness saw rescuers pulling out at least six
bodies in white and blue body bags that were taken
to a tent for identification. Tapererwa Paswavaviri, the
government deputy chief mining engineer told reporters
at the scene that eight miners had been rescued. "So
far we have managed to bring out eight miners alive,
and we are yet to assess and find any more people
down there who are still alive." The miners, who
were covered in mud, were whisked away by officials
before they could speak to reporters. Rescuers briefly
stopped operations due to rain. Anxious relatives and
other miners have camped out at the mining site as
they wait for news of their loved ones and colleagues,
some expressing frustration at the lack of information
they are getting.

The focus of our increased communications activities
are designed to explain that for construction work to
commence, we need the Queensland government
to give us clarity and certainty on what’s required
to finalise our outstanding management plans, and
also the associated timeframe. In terms of getting
started on the mine, we have submitted our remaining
management plans. In relation to the approval of
these plans and getting started, we have certainty of
process, timing and requirements at both the federal
and local government levels, however the Queensland
government has to date been unwilling to commit.

"My son is in there. I did not see him when they brought
out the others. No one is saying anything, how are we
supposed to know what is happening?," said Sekai
Maziwisa, a 56-year-old mother of three. Battlefields
and surrounding areas are rich in gold deposits
and popular with artisanal miners, known locally as
"Makorokoza" or hustlers, who use picks and shovels
and generator-powered water pumps. The makeshift
shafts and tunnels, dotted around a clearing some 8
km from the main dirt road, can easily collapse in the
rainy season when the ground is soft.
Reuters, Mining.com | February 18, 2019
à

We are simply seeking a fair go from the Queensland
government, so we can get on with delivering the
1500 direct jobs and 6750 supporting jobs that the
Carmichael Project will create for central and northern
Queensland. We have been working towards this
project for more than eight years, investing more than
AUS$3.3 billion in our Australian businesses. Our
resolve and resilience to see this through and deliver
these jobs for regional Queensland is rock solid. As
with any project of this scale, the international market
is watching closely and there’s no doubt the eyes of the
mining world are focused on Queensland and Australia
in terms of whether there is a flag here for sovereign
risk.

Adani campaigns for greater support from
Queensland government
Adani has launched a campaign calling for greater
support from the government of Queensland, Australia.
The campaign has been brought to the doorstep of
the state’s parliament, with digital billboards across
Brisbane carrying the message: It’s time the Queensland
Government gave Adani a fair go. Radio, social media,
newspapers and 90 office tower elevators in Brisbane
will also be used in the campaign. Adani Mining CEO,
Lucas Dow, said thousands of jobs for Queenslanders
and investment are being held up by the government.

For eighteen months we worked tirelessly to
accommodate all of the Queensland government’s
requirements and feedback, only for them to move the
goalposts at the eleventh hour, Dow said. We have
met all of the stringent environmental conditions put
in place and signing off our remaining plans should
be a standard process, which the government has
completed for scores of other mines and the coal
seam gas industry. All we ask is that we be treated
in the same way as those other companies, that the
Queensland government stops moving the goal posts,
and the process is fair and consistent.
Nicholas Woodroof, World Coal, February 11, 2019

We’re ready to go. The [Carmichael Project] mine is fullyfinanced, we have 14 500 people who want to work for
us and we have the plan to start. The government has
said the project needs to stack up. It does. We would
really like to see the state government get behind us
and allow us to get on with the task of delivering jobs
for Queensland, Dow said.
Over 14500 people have registered their interest
in working on the Carmichael Project, and Adani
Mining says many want to know what is required for
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 20,
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MEAI NEWS
Rajasthan Chapter-Jaipur
Republic Day celebrations
The 70th Republic Day celebrations were held at MEAI
Mining Welfare Centre at Mansarovar, Jaipur from10.00 a.m.
onwards on the 26th January 2019 with traditional gaiety
and enthusiasm by over 35 Members. National Flag hoisting
ceremony was followed by the National Anthem.

•

•

A Technical Talk on "Geology and Mineral Resources of
Southern Oman" by Dr. Vivek Laul, Member MEAI, Jaipur
was also held after the flag hoisting ceremony. Dr. Laul
elaborated on the Tertiary limestone resources in southern
Oman, which are being investigated on mission mode for
mining and resource augmentation with several incentives
by Oman Government for ease of doing business and
standardization of procedures and grades of aggregates.
SK Wadhawan, Secretary, MEAI Jaipur

National Seminar on “Digitalization and E-Governance
in Mining Industry” will be organised on June 22-23,
2019 instead of April 13-14, 2019, in association with
Department of Mines & Geology, Govt. of Rajasthan
and Department of Mining Engineering, CTAE, MPUAT
Udaipur.
It was decided to prepare a draft on suggested changes
to Rajasthan Minor Mineral Concession Rules, 2017
for submission to the Govt. of Rajasthan.

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks proposed by Secretary M.S. Paliwal.

Sitting (R-L): M.K. Mehta, D.S. Maru, A.K. Kothari, S.S. Rathod, M.S.
Paliwal; Standing (R-L): Y.C. Gupta, H.K. Vyas, R.D. Saxena, O.P. Soni and
N.C. Bansal

Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur
5th Executive Committee Meeting
The 5th Executive Committee Meeting for the term 20182020, of Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur was held on 22nd January 2019 at its own office premises, Indraprasth Complex,
Delhi Gate-Shastri Circle, Udaipur. The Meeting was presided by Chapter Chairman Dr. S.S. Rathod and attended
by Shri M.K. Mehta, Council Member D.S. Maru, National
President Arun Kothari, Chapter Secretary M.S. Paliwal,
Treasurer H.K. Vyas, Shri Y.C. Gupta, Shri R.D. Saxena,
Shri O.P. Soni and Shri N.C. Bansal.

Veraval-Porbander Chapter
General Meeting held on 06/02/2019 at GHCL Ltd.,
Sutrapada
A General Meeting of MEAI Veraval-Porbander Chapter
was held on February 6, 2019 at 5:30 PM. The meeting
was presided over by Shri A K Sharma, Chapter Chairman,
Shri N K Nuwal, Former Chairman of the Chapter along with
Shri Manish Kumar Yadav, Vice Chairman, Shri A K Jain,
Secretary and Shri Kumar Rajan, Treasurer of the Chapter.
In all 25 members attended this meeting. The main agenda
of this meeting was to spread awareness about Road Safety
week celebration from 4th Feb to 10th Feb 2019 and update
the membership list with email ID and mobile numbers,
thereby every member can participate in e-election of MEAI
Council for the term of 2019-2021 . The Meeting started with
a welcome note by Vice-Chairman, Shri Manish Kr Yadav
followed by opening remarks by Chapter Chairman.

Following major decisions were taken in the meeting.
•
Technical talk on “Problem in use of Explosive in Mining
Industry” by Shri R.D. Saxena will be held in the month
of February 2019, in association with Department of
Mining Engineering, CTAE, Udaipur for the benefit of
mining professionals, mining engineering students and
industry people.

Chapter Chairman welcomed former Chairman Shri N K
Nuwal, by presenting a shawl and mentioned some of his
valuables contribution in Mining field at Saurashtra region. He
also emphasized about Road Safety & good environmental
practices to be adopted at mines. He told to demonstrate
all such best practices related to CSR, Environmental
practices, Safety practices; Best Mining practices etc. to

Lecture being delivered by Dr. Vivek Laul
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related stakeholders, NGO etc which will be helpful in
changing their mindset towards mining. He also gave few
examples of other mines where mining was revived because
of good practices being followed at mines.
Dear Members and Chairmen/ Secretaries of the
Chapters

On this occasion the quarterly e-Newsletter was also unveiled
for last quarter. Shri A K Jain, reviewed the VP Chapter
member list and also presented a very nice presentation on
Mining lease part surrender issues. He very well explained
the comparison of MCR-1960 and New MCR-2016 with
regard to part surrender of mining leases. There was good
deliberation on part surrender issue of Mining Lease.

As already informed to all life members that from April 2019,
hard copy of MEJ will be mailed to only those life members
who exercise their option for this. However, soft copy will be
mailed, as usual, to all those members whose e-mail id is
available with the Headquarters. We have received a good
response from our members in this regard. Those who opt
for hard copy may please exercise their option on duly filled
form that was published in February 2019 issue of MEJ and
send administrative expenses @ Rs. 200/- per year.

Shri N K Nuwal in his speech briefly discussed about Lease
part surrender issues and their benefits at Govt. Level,
Leaseholder level and Local stakeholder level. He also
explained about Land for Land scheme as a good alternate
for Part surrender matter. He also focused on showcasing
our best practices to all stake holders at right place and at
right time. He also proposed to conduct a National Seminar
in 2019 by this Chapter. On road safety issue he discussed
in detail about unsafe act & conditions and explained road
safety by dividing it in 4 parts viz. Peron, machine, Type of
load and Working environment. Each topic was explained
with various examples.

Further, we are in the process of finalizing the list of
important offices related to mining and also important
mine owners, to whom complimentary copy of MEJ may be
sent. You are requested to please propose a list of persons
(name, designation, postal address and if possible e-mail
id and Mobile no.) from your area to whom you recommend
to send complimentary copy of MEJ at the earliest. May I
request you to please spare some of your valuable time
for the benefit of our Association and provide the required
information at earliest.
A.K. Kothari - President

The meeting concluded with Vote of Thanks proposed by
Shri Kumar Rajan with key emphasis for subscription of
e-magazine. He extended thanks to Chairman, former
Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary with special thanks
to GHCL team for arranging wonderful evening with high tea
at GHCL officer club and Shri Anurag Dwivedi, Young Mining
Engineer for coordinating the entire program in a fantastic
manner.

(Continued from Page 26)
D. Other Instructions

The name and address of four potential reviewers
(inside India) may be provided to the Editor while
submitting the papers. Reviewers outside India may
also be considered. Authors should retain copies
of submitted manuscripts and correspondence as
material can’t be returned.

While reviewers adjudge contributions for publication,
the Editor reserves the right to modify typescripts
to eliminate ambiguity and repetition and improve
communication. If extensive alterations are required,
the manuscripts may be returned to the authors for
revision. The authors should strictly adhere to the
comments made by reviewers while revising the
paper.

In view of the high cost of scientific printing and
publication, it is necessary that papers should be as
brief and concise as possible. Ideally five to six printed
pages is appropriate. The number of illustrations and
tables restricted to the absolute minimum.

Review papers are intended to trace developments
in an area of research and presented in a manner
to catch the attention of the general reader. Reviews
should be more than a simple compilation and should
synthesize known information into a coherent picture
and identify gaps in knowledge.

The Editor reserves the right to accept or reject
any paper for publication. Varying of length limits,
acceptance and scheduling of articles will be at the
Editor’s discretion.

Group Photo of Participants in the meeting

Shri AK Sharma, welcoming Shri NK Nuwal, Former Chairman of the Chapter.
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conferences, seminars, workshops etc.
MEAI

Perth Langley, 221 Adelaide Terrace, Perth, WA 6000 Australia.
Phone: +61 8 9221 1200. Website: https://mgr2019.com/

15-16 March 2019: Impact of Recent Policies in Mineral
Industries, organised jointly by Institution of Engineers
(India), Telangana state Centre and MEAI at Visvesavaraya
Bhavan, Khairatabad, Hyderabad. For details contact
Secretary General, MEAI at 040-2320510 or meai1957@
gmail.com.

10-12 April 2019: Mongolia Mining 2019 International
Mining & Oil Expo - 9th Edition, Buyant Ukhaa Sport
Palace, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. Contact Information:
Mongolia Mining Expo Organizers, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia.
Phone: +976 11344010, Email: info@mongolia-mining.org

22-23 June 2019: National Seminar on Digitalisation and E
– Governance in Mining Industry. Organised by Rajasthan
Chapter - Udaipur in association with Department of Mines
& Geology and College of Technology and Engineering at
Udaipur. Contact: Secretary, Rajasthan Chapter-Udaipur

8-10 May 2019: 22nd International Seminar on Paste,
Thickened and Filtered Tailings 2019, Cape Town, South
Africa. Venue: The Westin Cape Town, Convention Square,
Lower Long St Cape Town, 8000 South Africa. Website:
https://www.paste2019.co.za/

India
25-26 July 2019: Mining Investment India Conference and
Exhibition (MIICE), Crowne Plaza, New Delhi Okhla, India.
Contact: Spire Events Pte Ltd. 2019 Mining Investment India,
24 Peck Seah Street#02-09 Nehsons Building, Singapore.
Phone: +65 6717 6018, Email: enquiry@spire-events.com,
Web: https://www.spire-events.com/

18-25 May 2019:ALTA 2019 Nickel-Cobalt-Copper,UraniumREE, Gold-PM, In Situ Recovery, Lithium Conference &
Exhibition, Pan Pacific Perth, 207 Adelaide Terrace, Perth,
Australia. Contact Information: ALTA Metallurgical Services –
ALTA Allison Taylor, Conference & Exhibition Manager, PO
Box 1211, Blackburn North, Australia. Phone: +61 411692442,
Email: allisontaylor@altamet.com.au

2 - 8 March 2020: 36th International Geological Congress,
Delhi, India. Contact: Geological Survey of India, C-II, Pushpa
Bhavan, Madangir Road, NewDelhi-110062. Phone: +91
1129965750, +91 1126057035, Email: igc.delhi2020@nic.in,
igc.delhi2020@gmail.com, editor.mej.meai@gmail.com

27-30 May 2019: Exponor Chile 2019 Antofagasta, Chile
is an exhibition of global technology and innovation for the
mining industry, bringing together more than 1,000 companies
from 30 countries. Contact: http://www.exponor.cl/ingles/
ficha_tecnica.html
12-13 June 2019: Astana Mining & Metallurgy Expo
2019. Independence Palace, ASTANA. Contact: ITECA,
Telephone: +7 7272 58 34 34 (ext. 235), Email: gaukhar.
bekmanova@iteca.kz Website: amm.kz

Abroad
3-6 March 2019: Prospectors and Developers Association
of Canada PDAC 2019, Toronto, Canada.Venue: Metro Toronto
Convention Centre, 222 Bremner Blvd, Toronto, Ontario M5V
3L9 Canada. Phone: (416) 585-8000. Website: http://www.
pdac.ca/

15-17 August 2019: 6th International Conference on Mining,
Material, and Metallurgical Engineering (MMME'19), Lisbon,
Portugal. Contact: International ASET Inc. Unit No. 104,
2442 St. Joseph Blvd., Orléans, Ontario, Canada, K1C 1G1.
Contact: Phone: +1-613-834-9999, info@mmmeconference.
com

26 March 2019: Mining Investment Asia, Singapore. Contact
Information: Spire Events Pte Ltd. 2019 Mining Investment
Asia, Michael Lim, Speaking, registration & general queries,
24 Peck Seah Street#02-09 Nehsons Building, Singapore.
Phone: +65 6717 6018, Email: Michael.lim@spire-events.
com

27-29 August 2019: Asia Pacific International Mining
Exhibition (AIMEX), Sydney Showground, 1 Showground
Rd, Sydney, New South Wales 2127Australia. Contact: Phone:
+61 2 9704 111. http://www.aimex.com.au/home/

15-16 April 2019: MiningTech South America. Santiago,
Chile at Crowne Plaza Santiago Hotel. Contact Information:
Mahesh Babu, Speaking, registration & general queries,
24 Peck Seah Street#02-09 Nehsons Building, Singapore.
Phone: +65 6717 6018, Email: Mahesh.babu@spire-events.
com, Web: https://www.spire-events.com

2-4 December 2019: 28th INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
MINE PLANNING & EQUIPMENT SELECTION, Organized
by Western Australia School of Mines: Minerals, Energy and
Chemical Engineering, Curtin University, Australia at Perth,
AUSTRALIA. For more information please visit : scieng.curtin.
edu.au/MPES2019, contact Email: MPES2019@curtin.edu.
au.

9-11 April 2019: First International Conference on Mining
Geomechanical Risk 2019, Perth, Australia. Venue: Novotel
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